
Erasmus experience of Iuliana and Mihai at the Faculty of Maritime Studies Kotor in 

Montenegro 

Faculty of Maritime Studies Kotor, a place of intellectual pursuits and academic growth, has left 

an indelible mark on my educational voyage. Professors, passionate about their disciplines, have 

not only imparted knowledge but have inspired a profound curiosity within us, making the 

process of learning more interesting. The collaborative spirit among students fosters an 

environment of share learning.  

In our first day at the Faculty, it was presented to us the simulators (VR under water exploration, 

3D print room, and navigation). 

 



 

Erasmus program it’s a journey of self-discovery, navigating through new languages, traditions 

and educational methodologies. It gave us the opportunities to meet new people and live in a 

different culture, which is very welcoming and pleasant.   

We had the chance to travel even outside of Montenegro, and our trips include Dubrovnik-

Croatia and Sarajevo-Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

 



 

 





 

When we first got to Montenegro the first thig that took our eyes were the views. We took a boat 

tour that get us to Lady of Rock in Perast, the Blue Cave, Former Submarine Tunnel and we 

could see more attractions in just one tour. 

 



 

We visited Kotor City Walls, from where you have an amazing view of Kotor. 

 





 

We had the chance to travel all around the Kotor Bay with the car and see all the surroundings 

(Perast, Risan, Tivat, Herceg Novi, Strp) and Lustica Bay. 

 















 











 



 

 In our staying in Montenegro we couldn’t skip to visit Budva (also including Sveti Stefani) and 

we got there with a motorcycle that we rented, which is a very beautiful city at the coast of the 

Adriatic Sea.  





 



We even took an ATV tour in Zabljak taking advantage of the warm weather.











 

After this months living in Montenegro I can easily say that is a very beautiful country with a 

lots of amazing views and so much things to explore and an impressive architectures.  

I would like to thank to all of the professors that mentored me (Pintilie Iuliana) and my 

colleague (Timofei Mihai) and that they gave us the best experience in their country. 


